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This file needs a string for the latest train id and a string for the earlier train id. You need to be able
to see the previous train ids in the Train window. For example: 1.9.1 test 2.0.1 test. Once you have
created this file (C:\Program
Files\Steam\SteamApps\Common\TrainSimulator\CivilianSchedules_testData) you can place the
necessary files in the same folder. We provide 3D models of boxcars and locomotives at our
http://www.runescape.com/trains/tsim/ website. The Class 390 is the next generation of Super
Sprinter and DMU. Constructed by Metro Cammell in the 1980s, this DMU was designed to replace
the ageing DMUs found on the many British Rail suburban lines. It was the first new style Super
Sprinter built by the British Rail engineering team, and was therefore designed to be as light as
possible but still have adequate power. This resulted in a sleek design, with a long metal ladder at
the rear end to allow safe access to the trailer for maintenance work, and a much more powerful
gearbox and emergency brake. Powered by a 4-cylinder engine developing 125hp, the engine was
manufactured by Leyland, but the bogie (or bogies) of the driving motor units were built by Metro-
Cammell. This was an innovative solution to the problems posed by the increasing length of British
Rail main lines with many longer tunnels and steep gradients. The engines for the Class 390 driving
motor units were later fitted with a relatively slow reverse gear which allows for balanced operation
without a power brake function. This enabled the Super Sprinter fleet to reduce the overall power
needed to power the units.
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Each model is marked with the “Pro” tag. Use of this tag signifies that the product has been specially
coded for the advanced TrainSimulator user by Just Trains. This tag does not mean that the product

has been fully verified by Just Trains for use within TrainSimulator. In most cases Just Trains will
supply a test script to allow you to confirm that your product has been created to the correct

specification. This document will take you through the creation of the Pro version of this model. The
instructions are in plain English and easy to follow.AVAILABILITY • Dynamic output scrolling for the

award-winning Train Sim World.• Panoramic views to help you visualise your train and its
surroundings.• All grade crossings are simulated, so you can stop the train when it’s time to cross

and stop at every signal.• Multiple networks are supported including Chiltern Railways, Great
Northern, Northern, and Northumbria, in over 100 locations.• Multiplayer scenarios allow for many

teams to compete simultaneously. The scenarios can be set to infinite playtime with opponents that
spawn as real trains. Place your data files in the C:\Program

Files\Steam\SteamApps\Common\TrainSimulator folder. With the exception of the CivilianSchedules_
folder, all files within these folders are required. The testdata folder is an optional file. The

CivilianSchedules_ folder is required only if you intend to add freight cars to the game. The easiest
way to understand how the engine works is to look at the testdata folder that comes with the engine.
The testdata folder contains a set of 3D models of various train types. Look at the objects subfolder

to see the types of objects that can be placed on a locomotive. This example will load the locomotive
and load the boxcar. 5ec8ef588b
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